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answer all questions

 paRT – a (10×2=20 Marks)

 1. Differentiate the load transfer mechanism in load bearing structure and Framed 
structure.

 2. highlight on “passive Building”.

 3. mention the purpose of Foundation in a building.

 4. list out the causes of dampness.

 5. Enumerate on coffer Dams.

 6. mention the applications of Box Jacking.

 7. What is a cable-stayed bridge ?

 8. list out the types of offshore platforms.

 9. mention the equipments generally used for compacting concrete.

 10. What are the various types of conveyors ?

 paRT – B (5×13=65 Marks)

 11. a) list out the various types of form used for constructing high rise building. 
Elaborate on the slip Form construction in detail. 

(oR)

  b) according to NBc how buildings are classified for the energy efficient 
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buildings. 

 12. a) list out the types of joints in a structure. Explain any two in detail. 

(oR)

  b) Enumerate on the methods are generally adopted to prevent the defect of 
dampness in a structure.

 13. a) Elaborate on methods of ground water control in brief.

(oR)

  b) give a detailed note on various types of construction techniques developed for 
construction of tunnels.

 14. a) Define pre-stressing. also write the advantages and principal of pre-stressing.

(oR)

  b) highlight on the importance of ‘material handling’. also list out the best practice 
guidelines when designing a material handling system for a construction project 
along with the negative impacts of poor material handling.

 15. a) list out the pile driving equipments. Elaborate in brief.

(oR)

  b) Elaborate on any six types of Earth moving equipment commonly used.

 paRT – c (1×15=15 Marks)

 16. a) Elaborate on a case study of an Energy Efficient commercial Building.

(oR)

  b) Fabrication and erection of steel structures.

__________________________


